Powder scattering machine
with oscillating brush system

Versatile oscillating brush system
For uniForm scattering oF Powders
METHOD OF OPERATION
Feeding of the powder to the funnel shaped
hopper is done by vacuum sucking or auger
system. inside the hopper the powder is
uniformly distributed and the level is kept
constant during the scattering process.
the formation of cavities and decomposition
of the material is avoided through the use of
a special mixer (spiked roller). the scattering
roller is mounted below the hopper and is
designed according to the powder size.
the powder is picked up by the scattering
roller and stripped at a ﬂexible doctor
blade. the doctor blade design ensures an
even dosing of the material over the whole
scattering width. the scattering roller is
driven by a servo drive that guarantees the
scattering of the required quantity (g/m²) onto
the product. a specially designed oscillating
brush-oﬀ device ensures an accurate and
uniform distribution of the scattering material
onto the substrate.

Typical applications
 adhesive powder coating and

lamination
 Decorative surface eﬀect coating
 Surface-ﬁnishing e.g. wear and tear,

safety ﬂooring
 Carbon black material for the ﬁlter

industry etc.
 impregnation

 servo controlled motor for the
scattering roller

 easy adjustment of oscillating brush with
FEATURES

dovetail guides on both sides

 accurate and uniform distribution of
scattering material w/o clouds due to
specially designed oscillating brush
 Frequency-controlled motor for the
oscillating brush drive

 manual removal of the oscillating brush
 easy and quick change of the scattering








roller due to a specially designed
bearing housing
Flexible doctor blade to optimize the
dosing of the scattering material
scattering machines can be supplied with
vertical and horizontal transfer system for
easy cleaning and maintenance
a supplementary set enables this system
to be changed to a rotary brush system
for scattering of granules
standard scattering widths from
300 - 5,500 mm
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1 Flexible doctor blade
2 Scattering roller
3 Oscillating brush-oﬀ device
4 Scattering material can be 40μm -
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2 mm in size and in the form of powder,
mica, glittering particles, chips, ﬂakes,
granules, ﬁbers, sand, carbon, glass,
corundum etc.

